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WITHOUT INTELLIGENCE,

WHENCE PRAR?
If he forgot it was Shabbat and continued as on weekdays . . .
he should complete the blessing honen ha-daJat (who endows
with intelligence J. This is in accordance with the opinion of
Rabbi, who said: "I wonder how they could eliminate honen hadaJat on Shabbat. If there is no intellgence, whence prayer?"
(Jerusalem Talmud)l

Truly it is not only in man's material ambitions, in which he
resembles the beast, that he requires the Torah's measures to

circumscribe and order them, but also for his lofty spiritual
ambitions, including the foundations and ramifications of
prayer, he requires the limits and appraisal of the Torah. . . .
Therefore it is improper for a man hastily to abandon occupation in Torah for the sake of prayer.

(Rav Abraham Isaac l(OOk)2

I don't believe in artificial nostrums. Much is affected by the
religious atmosphere, suffused with superficial instrumentalsm;
much is due to the tendency towards ceremonialization-which
is, at times, vulgarization, of religion; and much is brought
about by the lack of a serious capacity for introspection and

examination of the world and oneself.
(Rav Joseph Dov Soloveitchik)3
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their satisfaction, to be gratefu for benefactions received, to cry out in
pain and remorse before the One who can ease and reconcile our distress. Yet rarely are our fellow human beings as opaque to us as in the

activity of prayer. Reciting our way though the same words and paragraphs as our neighbors, whether alone or in unison, silent or shouting,
their thoughts and motives remain firmly closed to us.
Hardly less obscure to us are our own thoughts and motives. For
observant Jews, routine is surely one of the motives, and obligation is
surely present in our thoughts. Both fuy observant Jews and more transient worshippers cherish the hope that prayer wi do them some good as

well, that it wi leave us happier, more elevated in spirit, more at peace
with ourselves. Frequently we enter into the words themselves, as we are
instructed to: we perform the gestues of praise, petition, and thansgiving mapped out in the Amida; we accept the yoke of God and His commandments when readig Shema; we confess specific sins and ask for His

forgiveness. And when we enter into the words we are recitig, as part of
our enterig into the holy words of the prayer, we set aside many of our

imaginings of the good we hope for, concentrating instead on the
requests and expressions spelled out in the prayers themselves.

Prayer is thus an endeavor that baffles the categories of the trans-

parently public and the intimately private. Just as surely, prayer, both in
its narrow defition as the Amida, and in the broader usage that coin-

cides with the Siddur, chalenges the distinction between religion as a
mode of seeking to satisfy our own desires, however elevated, and religion as the service of the heart, offered up to God in response to His
demand, liberated from any aspiration to reward. On the one hand,
Jewish prayer is a mitsva among others, circumscribed by external gesture, performed at regular times and in a set order. On the other hand,
prayer is meaningless unless it wells from the depths of the heart, while
standing in the presence of the living God.
Metaphysical dialectic engenders sociological paradox. Even those

modern Jews who often complacently settle for the lowest common
denominator of halakhic observance, may yet, with urgent pangs of
emptiess and regret, rue a desultory Amida as an irretrievable opportu-

nity for spiritual growt, unaccountably squandered. At the same time,
we witness individuals and entire congregations, ostensibly committed to

maximal halakc achievement, who are, most of the time, oddly and
even miltantly lax in their conduct with respect to prayer, awakening
periodically to the same burden of guilt and shame that affects their
more liberal brethen. Unle other "duties of the heart," prayer is too
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ubiquitous and public a featue of our lives to permit perpetual evasion

and self-deception. Faiure is too frequent to protect our ease of mid.
For precisely when our need for prayer is greatest the staleness of a myriad indolent recitations rises to the tongue lie heartburn; neglect sputters in our spirtual arteries lie rusty water in a disused pump.

Can thnking about prayer improve the qualty of our prayer? Why
not? One reason that thought about prayer might interfere with prayer
is that the two are distinct activities. Praying is praising, petitioning,

thankng and so forth. Thiking about prayer is philosophizing. The
contradiction is as patent as Yogi Berra's famous contention that you
can't hit and thnk at the same time. Commenting on R. Hamnuna's
dictum that "the time of Torah is separate from the time for prayer"
(Shabbat lOa), Rav Kook asserts that Torah provides man with novel
intellectual insights. By contrast, "prayer deals not with the discovery of

new knowledge and the enrichment of the human intellect with their
truth, but with the utilization of already attained knowledge, and to
deepen through the power of feeling the imprint of moral knowledge
on the powers of the soul."4 In a narrower connection, the Mishna's

condemnation of the individual who cals upon God to have mercy on
us as on the bird's nest of Devarim 22:6, R. Kook insists on the inappropriateness of introducing theological fine points into the text of

prayer: "One is confusing, by calculations of profound wisdom and
speculatig on reasons for the mitsvot, the majestic feelig that should
be natural and simple and whole-hearted in prayer. "5

A more sweeping objection to the intellectualization of prayer, in

our time, is expressed by Rabbi Adi Steinsaltz. What kavvana (intention) do you have when you pray, he asks a prominent rosh yeshiva: what

do you actualy thnk about? And when the scholar replies that he contemplates "the connection between the sentences, the words, the vari0us sections. . . ." says Steinsaltz, "I snapped that ths is somethg to
do on Shabbat afernoon after the cholent."6 It is treatig the prayer as
a text to be analyzed rather than an utterance to be appropriated and

expressed. The ilusion that this scholarship is kavvana becomes an
obstacle to genuie prayer.

It is easy for those familar with these pitfals, and for others who
take for granted a romantic critique of cerebration, to condemn intellec-

Wordsworth's "we murder to dissect." And yet, as the Yerushalmi states, "if there is no intelltual work as a death of the heart, in the spirit of

gence, whence prayer?" Feeligs do not exist separate from the beliefs
with which they are bound inextricably. Words take on their signicance
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with the framework of larger verbal structues and rituals. We would
not dream of launchig into a speech of crucial import without a prior

grasp of its structural unfolding and social context. To do so would
achieve, not an eloquent spontaneity, but a gibberig muddle. No more
can one undertake to pray without knowig the order and significance

of the seder ha-tefillot, without appreciatig the intention that our words
endeavor to encompass. Al ths requies famarty and depth, not igno-

rance and thoughtlessness. You can't philosophize or halakcize and
simultaneously pray-but you can make yourself ready, and clear the
intellectual and experiential space in which tefilla can happen.

R. Kook and R. Soloveitchi, the master thinkers of Torah Judaism
in our age, both devoted a considerable portion of their theological and
halakc work to prayer. What distiguishes them from their medieval
predecessors is their commitment to intellectual reflection as a means of

overcoming modern man's alienation from authentic prayer. Their
explicit goal is not only to understand prayer as a halakic and religious
phenomenon, or to contribute to the elucidation of philosophical
conundrums relating to prayer. They are at least as concerned to evoke
the natue of tefilla in a manner that wi initiate and enhance its prop-

er, heartfelt performance. If, recognizing as we do the gap between
thnkg about prayer and actualy praying, we hope to harness the former in the service of the latter, we are fortuate to resort to their pages

and enter into their preoccupations.
Our task in ths paper is to look at a variety of ways in which the
study of prayer is useful, or essential, to a satisfactory, and satisfying,

practice of prayer. We wil frequently appeal to the work of R. Kook and
R. Soloveitchik and, when necessary, attempt to confront, and to sur-

mount, unresolved barriers to the translation of their ideas from paper
to experience. It is not my purpose to report a tyical cross section of
these thers' rich, inexhaustible creativity in this area, or to undertake
the detailed line-by-line analysis that their texts often reward. The selec-

tion of examples and problems reflects my own concerns-the difficulty
in summoning up spontaneity, the advantages and pitfals of intellectual
reflection, the tension between the intimate and the public faces of
prayers, the coexistence of the stormy, vigorous life of prayer, and the
desire for inner peai.e through prayer. Nonetheless T hope rh;ii- my
obsessions, filtered through the experience of the great twenticth ccntu ~

ry interpreters of prayer, will strike a chord in my readers' hearts.
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I. DARG TO START-SPONTANEITY AND COMPULSION
Immediately one acknowledges the vacuity of soulless prayer, the Satan,
as it were, rubs his hands in glee and breaks into a filibustering jig. For

how can we address God from with our present torpor? Must one not
first attain the proper state of mind, and only then pray? First, then,
pray for kavvana. But in order to pray for kavvana, one must aleady
possess the requisite second-order kavvana. Yet ths too is elusive uness
one has already started along the road that leads to God. The result of

this infinite regress is either a paralysis of despair or a comedy of
Sartrean mauvais foi in which the individual tries very hard to coincide
with his, or her, role, down to the physical exertions and facial contor-

tions, but succeeds only in pretendig to become what one wants to be.
Self-consciousness, it would seem, sucks us deeper and deeper into the
spiritual quicksand. Midless behavioral conformity suddenly looks like

a tolerable, albeit unattractive, solution.
Viewed superficialy, the psychological obstruction becomes greater

in the light of R. Soloveitchi's teaching that tefilla requires a mattir,
meaning that we are permitted to pray only because God has commanded us to pray, and that our speech is acceptable to Him only
because the words of prayer are provided to us by Scripture. The dificulty of beginnng is compounded by the belief that, in ourselves, we
are unworthy to approach God, and that the infinite qualitative distance

between man and God is bridged, not in fellowship, but only though
the experience of being commanded.

At a deeper level, however, the Rav's doctrine, which seems to
impede tefilla, ends up facilitating it. Despite our unworthiness, we
know that inte God, for reasons that may well be incomprehensible

to us, has chosen to require our prayer, and to hear our personal, self-

interested petitions as the fulfilment of His command. We also know
that our predecessors, men and women whom we canot hope to emulate, have cleared the way before us. Prayer, therefore, is not merely an
imposition on God's attention, as it were, or an absurd raid on His inarticulable and immeasurable exaltation. It is a duty that we canot shik.
Imperative thunder casts out inbition.

By the same token, the knowledge that prayer is a privilege, a psy-

chological necessity that yet is not a right, precludes treatig prayer as a
casual activity. At the root of our inability to pray seriously we often
find an inabilty to take ourselves seriously, to honor our genuine needs,
our joys, our troubles and devotions, as worthy of our own solemn con-
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cern. The Rav's insistence that we recognize the tremor of unworth-

ness, the compulsory invitation that underlies our engagement in
prayer, is thus of a piece with his stress on the vigorous, honest asser-

tion of one's needs before Him. Knowing that one requires, and is
endowed with, a divine summons to prayer, becomes the starting point
for the prayerful enterprise.

The difficulty of initiating prayer is implicitly met by one of R.
Kook's key concepts: "the perpetual prayer of the soul."? Accordig to
R. Kook, the soul ever expresses itself in prayer, even when the prayer is

subterranean, so to speak, and surreptitious. Worship of God though
Torah and wisdom is a disclosure of ths concealed prayer. Actual prayer

is its realzation, which R. Kook compares to the openig of a flower
towards the dewar towards the sun. The prolonged absence of prayer
with kavvana causes blockage in the flow of prayer, and ths deficiency
mends only gradualy with the renewal of unobstructed chanels. Yet R.

Kook cherishes the idea of incessant, unconscious prayer. Proper prayer,

he states, "can only arise from the thought that the soul truly prays
perpetualy. "

Why is the belief in unconscious, pre-conscious prayer so important
for R. Kook? In the context of the passage under discussion, the most
plausible explanation is that prayer's constancy identifies the rhytm of
worship with the unbroken cadence of the cosmos. Prayer is natual to

man and to the universe of which he is a part. At the same time, the
prayer that hums though our bodies without interruption ought not to
be vunerable to the metaphysical stutter that theatens to prevent the

individual from getting started.

The institution of Psalm 51:17 ("God, open my lips. . .") as the
obligatory preamble to the Amida makes the prayer for prayerfuness
part of the prayer itself. R. Soloveitchi's emphasis on the integral place
of ths verse in the Amida may thus offer a halakc parallel to the phenomenology we have just derived from R. Kook. The recitation of ths
verse, acknowledging that our lips open in prayer only when God graciously opens them, inaugurates the prayer itself.

Contrary to the popular notion that informal prayer is more fluent
and more authentic, our previous discussion points to the conclusion

that a fixed, formal liturgy serves better to counteract the danger of
self-conscious paralysis. It goes wirhout saying diar genuine participation in an orderly, structured ritual presupposes, at the very least, a tacit
understandig of the words, gestues and shape of the activity.

Standard Jewish worship follows a fixed text. Whe an Anglican lie
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C. S. Lewis, who tackles the problem of getting started in the first
chapter of his Letters to Malcolm, Chiefly on Prayer, appreciates the value
of an established text in avertig meandering, stillborn prayer, we ordi-

narily associate a proclivity for impromptu prayer, audible and public,
with a certai kind of Protestant piety. When Jews get "spiritualty," we
often perceive ths, not always incorrectly, as a rejection of traditional

Jewish prayer and a hanering for emotional outpourings we stigmatize
as Christian, above all as a preference for a framework that does not
place so much weight on experiencing the liturgy as it stands, with al
its structural and linguistic depth and sophistication.
It is natual that we lament such tendencies as reflexes of ignorance

and intellectual shalowness, and that we combat the separation of thought

from feelig though lies of reasonig lie those utized thoughout ths
essay. It is even easier to carcatue a Chrstianty of unctuous tones and
pious swagger; the preachy hectoring that bules a congregation whie
pokig an arguentative figer in the divie solar plexus, as it were; the
unguarded siless and the inevitable theological solecisms.8

Nevertheless, the Christian practice of formulating prayer spontaneously, and out loud, forces the individual to take responsibilty for his
or her petitions, whatever the embarrassing or unfortunate results. By
contrast, the Jew, or any other devotee of a set liturgy, who is unready

to fuy appropriate the text, is liable to reliquish personal identification with the words that he, or she, utter, and to merge completely into
the anonymous gray mumble of civic routine.

lives in general, and
our experience of prayer in particular: tensions between formal strucProfound tensions run through our spiritual

tue and untutored spontaneity; between the discrimiatig conscious-

ness and the unleashig of raw spiritual energy; between individual and

community; between intimacy and public accessibility. Before contiuing our discussion, let me take the liberty of exhbitig a passage from a
contemporary work of fiction. The early sections of David Duncan's
novel The Brothers I( depict a famy of Seventh Day Adventists some
forty years ago. In the following scene, chidren are invited to improvise
prayer at Sunday schooL. The irrepressible volunteer, as usual, is a harelipped girL. Keeping before us her effusion, and the narrator's reaction,
may help us to recall how much is at stake in our philosophical exploration of the subject, how startlg and wondrous and territyng:
'Nyelp us to nlove nyou nmore and nmorer she prays as Micah laughs out-

right, 'and nmore and nmorer she pleads as gils grab Kleenex, 'and snill
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nyet nmorer she begs as boys fizz up and overflow lie jostled bomes of
pop. 'Nenter our nartsr she cries, her voice breakg, her body tremblig
so violently it makes my chai tremble too. (Nenter nthem now! Nright
now! Nwee are nso nlost) nso nvery nlost nwithout nTheer And even as it
occurs to me that ths must be real prayer--ven as I see that what is being

laughed at is the sound of someone actualy ramg a heartfelt message
past al the crossed signals and mazes of our bodies, brais and embarrass-

ments clear on in to her God-when I open my fists I see a face so
exposed, so twsted with love, grief and longig, that if she was my sister I
would take off my coat, and I'd wrap her up and hold her, and I would
beg her never, ever to do ths naked, passionate, impossible thg agai.9

II. HOW DOES REFLECTION HELP?
The exposed face, whose prayer we have just listened in on, belongs to

an unsophisticated child, though one should not underestimate how
much her vocabulary and cadences owe to the grown ups. As R. Soloveitchik often reminded us, the authentic religious personality never
stops identifying with the immediacy of the chid's experience.lo Yet our
perspective cannot help but expand towards a greater complexity. On
the one hand, our matue emotional palette is, or should be, more var-

iegated and subtle than the child's. On the other hand, perhaps for that
life and ritual response
is less vivid. When, at times, the adult posture towards the world
becomes, not chidle, but positively childish, jaded and immature at
once, one wonders whether any emotional vitalty subsists that can be
very reason, the connection between emotional

redeemed in the name of religion. Pampered, worldly wise souls are cal-

loused and anesthetized, in a way that keeps out the love and grief and
longing, whie underneath the hardness and the haze, a mute discomfort reigns, that is to the love and grief and longing of the striving spirit

like chronic nausea to an athlete's honest agony.
To overcome ths order of spiritual numbness means both to make

the individual emotionaly sensitive and to refine his, or her, intellect.
Early in his Idea of the Holy, Rudolf Otto invited the reader to diect his

mind to moments of deeply felt religious experience. "Whoever cannot
do ths," he contiues, "is requested to read no farther; for it is not easy

to discuss questions of religious psychology with one who can recollect
the emotions of his adolescence, the discomforts of indigestion, or, say,
social feelings, but cannot recall any intrinsically religious feelings. "11

From a halakhic standpoint, such an ultimatum is ruled out by the
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obligatory urgency of prayer. The elements of human experience presupposed by prayer must be accessible to the average human being.

the religious vituoso.
The hallmark ofR. Soloveitchi's work on prayer is his fu commit-

They canot be limited to the iner world of

ment to the double chalenge we have outlined. From below, as it were,
he has demonstrated that the ladder of prayer can indeed be pitched

where all ladders start, in the perennial occupations of the heart.
Regardig prayer, as in other areas, R. Soloveitchi is not embarrassed
by the fact that the ordinary believer comes to God with mixed
motives.12 Unle the mystics, he champions a straightforward interpre-

tation of petitionary prayer and its central place in tefilla. God has com-

manded us to request His help with respect to our mundane needs;
there is no reason to salvage the ingredient of self-seekig in ths by redescribing our entreaties as disguised moves in an occult metaphysical
exercise whose true object is the Shekhina rather than the speaker.13

Against the blander apostles of spiritual uplift, he does not shy away
from confrontig human sinfness, in al its ugliness, as a real setting in
which the struggle for holiness takes place.

The buiding blocks of tefilla-praise, petition, gratitude-and the
other components of the liturgy, correspond to unversal human experi-

ences. Consciousness of depth crises, which is important to the Rav's
conception of petition, would seem to requie special sensitivity, insofar
as ths tye of crisis does not force itself upon the sufferer wily-niy, as

does a disease or fame, but requies some degree of reflective liveliess.
Yet R. Soloveitchi believes that a consideration of boredom, shame, and
other general human experiences, provides the needed awareness.14 No

doubt he would endorse the second reason for understandig prayer as
petition offered by Karl Barth (with whom the Rav also shares the
emphasis on prayer as a commandment): "only in ths way is there any
safeguard that the real man comes before God in prayer. "l5

The other facet of the Rav's treatment of prayer consists of his elab-

oration of its halakhic structure and import. Halakha confirms and
life. Where the unitiated turns the pages of the Siddur, indiscrimiately wendig his, or her,
way from the beginning of the proceedings to the end, the halakha
establishes a fied, meangful order. As we al know, the Amida is not
a jumble of benedictions, but a sequence in which petition must be
prefaced by praise and sealed with thansgiving; the connection of the
Amida with the preceding Shema, linking redemption and prayer, is
molds the subtlety and nuance of the prayerfu

liewise essential to the encounter prescribed by halaka.
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R. Soloveitchik expanded and deepened such insights. Thus, for
instance, Pesukei de-Zimra and Halle! are not merely two series of
Psalms that playa part in different segments of weekday or festival worship. The former is essentialy an act of scripture study, which consists in

reading Psalms 145-150, inculcating a theological message about God
the Creator that prepares the individual for the main part of the morning service. The latter is the fufillment of the obligation to extol God
on special occasions, which uses Psalms 113-118 as its text; the meaning of the act is praise and thanksgiving, not the fact that sections of
scripture are being read. This fundamental difference is reflected in the

different opening and closing benedictions for the two recitals and in
other details.ló Or, to take another example, thanksgiving (hodaJa)
appears in the Amida and in Birkat ha-Mazon. In the former, the benediction is accompaned by bowing; in the latter, bowig is inappropriate. Why? Because the expression of gratitude in the Amida takes place

in the context of prayer, which entais submission to God, hence bowing. In Birkat ha-Mazon the context is one of thansgiving after a satisfying meaL. Both prayers thank God, but the nature of thanksgiving
I?

canot be the same in two disparate frameworks.

"Without intellgence, whence prayer?" Intelligence is the path to
knowledge of oneself, thorough knowledge of the words and gestues in

which one is engaged-without such knowledge, how can one fuy discharge the duty of prayer, and how can one fid in prayer the resources for
spirtual growt? Even if the individual, or the group, luckiy avoid major

theological or halakc error, one might as well speak of performig a
piece of music that one hasn't studied and rehearsed. One may discharge
the halakc obligation to pray, but the flavor of prayer wi be missing, and

a feelig of spirtual malaise and dissatisfaction is one consequence.
The last analogy remids us that the knowledge of which we speak

must be internalized. A student once asked me, regarding the Rav's
painstakngly described journey through the fist thee benedictions of

the Amida, how anyone can actualy concentrate on the hairpin turns
of consciousness implicit in the text?l8 Can one indeed shift from the
unworthiness to pray expressed in the preamble to the confidence of

Avot, to the sense of awe that dominates Gevurot, then to the synthesis
of I(edusha, the various petitions, and the thee blessings of thansgiv-

ing that, according to the Rav, recapitulate, in reverse order, the themes
of the openig thee? No matter how slow the pace (and whistlng past
the opportunities for woolgathering that beset artificial prolongation)
the task seems psychologicaly impossible. One canot pray and stage-
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manage multiple changes of mood at the same time. The only answer is
that repetition and habituation must come to the aid of theological and

halakic understanding. The act of prayer must occupy the foreground
of consciousness while the interpretation of prayer, in the background,
provides the meaning. As R. Kook remarks more than once in discussing prayer, the sensitive and disciplined imagination, essential for
living prayer, is grounded in familiarity and habit.

So far we have examined the kind of ongoing reflection on the
human condition and on the liturgical text that usually makes its intellectual mark gradually, slowly seeping into the cracks of our consciousness and bodies unti we are able to enact the halakic distictions and

make the work of the liturgy our own. Sometimes intellectual insight,
when it is achieved, is more sudden. So sudden, indeed, that in retrospect it seems too obvious to have required discovery. What we discov-

er, in effect, is not a mystery about the institution of prayer, or about
ourselves, but an elementary grammatical truth about the nature of

prayer. In such cases we are liable to underestimate the intellectual
nature of the insight. Let me illustrate with two examples:
I) Some years ago, I wrote an essay on petitionary prayer.l9 My

analysis was heavily influenced by R. Soloveitchik's view that prayer
reflects man's attempt to learn his true needs. Yet, faithful to the Rav's
outlook, I rejected a purely didactic theory of prayer, in which prayer is

equated with self-analysis. A writer sympathetic with my aims and
insights nevertheless imputed to my philosophizing a failure to avoid
the didactic approach.20 Having emphasized adequately, I thought, that
the individual is not merely judging himself, but wants God to respond
and to help the supplicant to attai his legitimate goals, I was intialy

unsure as to where I had opened myself to misunderstanding. Upon
careful review I found that insufficient attention had been given to the

formal act of petition. Honestly presentig one's situation to another
person who is benevolent, and able to help, may come close to askig
for help, and can certainly be interpreted as a broad hint that help is
wanted. But, in grammatical terms, it is not quite a request. Both the
text of prayer and the spirit of prayer demand of the individual that he,

or she, explicitly address God in petition. If it takes the effort to write
an artide, and to digest a critique, to grasp this apparently simple point,
tlicn so be it. 21

2) R. Hayyim Soloveichik's famous analysis of kavvana in prayer
defines the act of prayer as awareness that one is "standig before the

kig," i.e., in the presence of God. The Hazan Ish, among other criti-
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cisms, holds that such awareness is implicit in the very fact that an individ-

ual enters into the verbal behavior and gestues associated with halakc
prayer; any additional requiement is redundant.22 It would appear, then,
that the consciousness of addressing God, and the conception of God
accompanying our address, is so deeply embedded in the grammar of
prayer as to render discussion superfluous. Whatever the case might have

been when the Hazan Ish anotated his copy of R. Hayy, many traditional Jews are both amazed and inspired when they encounter the fol-

lowig statement by R. Hayy's grandson:
It is impossible to imagine prayer without, at the time, feelig the near-

ness and greatness of the Creator, His absolute justice, His fatherly
concern with human affairs, His anger and wrath caused by unjust
deeds. VVen we bow in prayer, we must experience His soothng hand

and the infinite love and mercy for His creatures. We cling to Him as a
living God, not as an idea, as abstract Being. We are in His company
and are certai of His sympathy. There is, in prayer, an experience of
emotions that can only be produced by diect contact with God.23

III. AN EXALE OF REFLECTION ON THE TEXT:
ON HEALTH AND WEALTH
The victim of Rabbi Steinsaltz's disapproval, in our opening section,
probably did not immerse himself in the intellectual quest outlined
above, although, even if he did, he would still be vunerable to criti-

cism: the time for study is before, not during prayer. The kind of
inquiry that can effectively be transferred to the post-cholent hour
would more likely be a localized examiation of the text, the extraction

of assorted diyyukim and homiletical goodies from the lines of the
Siddiir. But the aimlessness of many such investigations and the sinkg
feelig we often experience when caled upon to celebrate the results,
or at least nod appreciatively, should not obscure the fact that meanng

resides in the detais, not only in structue and theme.
Afer al that R. Soloveitchi taught about the importance of petition in prayer, the supplicant must work his way though thrteen spe-

cific requests. Petition, on the Rav's understanding, pertains to our
needs, about the true nature of which we are more or less deceived.
prayer is the Torah's mode of educating us to a better comprehension of our true table of needs.24 Ultimately, of course,
The fixed order of

the text itself canot tell us what exactly our needs are with respect to
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our various troubles; that is why we address our personal entreaty to
God. Can the carefu, word for word, examnation of the text, in addi-

tion to the investigation of its general structue, yield some insight that
wi at least chanel our thoughts in the right diection?

Let us examine two petitionary blessings: the prayer for health
(refaJenu) and the prayer for prosperity (barekh alenu). Prayer for health

flourshes today, not only in the privacy of the Amida, but in the spectacular boom in Mi she-berakhJs and the popularty of public Psalm recita-

tion. Most of the tie we are prayig for others, frequently for people in
whose fate we have no selfish interest. No doubt we are al in need of
material well being too, but our prayers in that diection seem less important in the overal scheme of our public spirtual existence. This, despite
the fact that in days gone by, prayer for economic sustenance was a most
prolific subject of petition, as witness the elective petitions inserted in our

Siddurim. Popular cultue portrays the sobbing ignoramus for whom al
prayer, even the most abstruse hymn, boils down to one impassioned
message: "Ribbono she! Olam) give parnasa)" whie the most respectable

and sophisticated frany acknowledge the central place in prayer occu-

pied by ths need.25 Why is it not so promient in contemporary consciousness, even whie prayer in tie of iless flourshes?

One outstandig difference between theats to our health and other
problems is that physical iless lends itself to objective definition: we

know that something is wrong, and we count on others to understand
and to empathze as best they can. Moreover, we are wiing to communicate our suffering to others in the expectation, often met, that they
wi know how to respond. Thus we feel free to publicize our trouble,
to ask for the Mi she-berakh. The same is true when we are threatened
with poverty resulting from a drought or the collapse of demand for the
goods we had labored to produce and had hoped to bring to market.

Such was the tyical experience of our ancestors. In the parnasa crises
characteristic of our own situation, by contrast, when one is frustrated
on the job or desolate in one's relations to others, the nature of the
pai is harder to locate, and we are often reluctant to speak and fid

relief. In R. Soloveitchik's terms, illness manifests a surface crisis,
whereas other difficulties belong to the realm of depth crisis. One
might imagine that when standing before God, we need not bother
with precise accounts of our condition: He knows it al. Nor need we
feel inhbited before the Almighty. Nevertheless our social habits and

confused self-knowledge seem to carryover into our private prayer as
well. We wi retun to ths phenomenon later on.
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Let us focus more narrowly, for the moment, on the petition for
prosperity. To begin with, like our other requests, it is phrased in the
plural: we pray for others, not for ourselves alone. But the language of
the prayer is oddly muted, at least when looked at from a modern perspective. Our prayer is limited to "ths year and its crop." We beseech
the Almighty to bless it "like the good years" (ka-shanim ha-tovot):

good years; not optimal years. When we pray for health, the text does
not place similar restrictions on the scope of our petition. In principle,
one might pray for endless years of boundless health: nothg in the

text discourages us from forming such an intention. The words of
barekh alenu, by contrast, encourage us to set our sights lower.

Now the concrete prayer for health that is uttered by flesh and blood

people need not request the optium. When we, or those close to us,
are il, we often bargain with God. In the act of prayig, we often discover what it is that we realy want, and need, with respect to our bodiy
integrity and function. Take the diary kept by David Klghoffer's adoptive mother in her battle with the cancer that eventualy kied her:
'Dear God,' she writes, 'please help me survive ths test!'
'Help me, dear God, give me strength and let me rid myself of the

cane. I need you, dearest God, please let me feel your love. Tonight
depression again has fied my thoughts.'
'How can I calm ths turmoil inside me? Only God is my salvation.'26

Mrs. Klinghoffer is far from being a religious virtuoso. Yet the record
presented to us is a model of passion and proportion. The formulas of
which she was, in any event, not a reguar practitioner, would not have denied her an unchecked hope for total recovery. Someone else in her situation might authentically have prayed for
traditional Judaism, of

the maxmum. The question before us is: can the same be said with
regard to our desire for prosperity, for material success?

R. Kook touched upon ths problem in a slightly different context.
Discussing the appropriate blessings bestowed by a guest upon his host,
he notes that these include a wish for the host's exceeding success

(meJod). The guest should not include himself in ths particular request.
In principle, wealth can be viewed as a means of greater service to God
and the community; it is, therefore., a worthy benefit. In considering
one's own needs, however, "each person should take hold for himself of

the middle character and should be concerned that great riches wil
cause him to deviate from the straight path." Moreover, continues R.
Kook, fortuitous, outsize success generally comes about through clever-
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ness at commercial affairs, usualy a zero sum game. One may wish that

others deserve such favor, but it is wrong to want it for oneself.27
R. Kook's interpretation targets two dangers in the desire to gai

exceeding wealth for oneself. The second is the likelihood that surpassing enrichment wi be at the expense of others. The first is that immod-

erate wealth, and even more so fig one's ambition upon it, is corrupting, quite apart from the consequences to others. One cannot help
recalling Alasdair MacIntyre's remark on the different translations of
Aristotle's term pleonexia (excess). When Hobbes paraphrases pleonexia
as "a desire of more than their share," and others translate it as "greed,"
they indicate a pecularly modern attitude, according to which excess is

bad only if it interferes with the contiuous and limitless expansion of
others.28 R. Kook displays penetrating insight into the mechanism of
ths category of acquisitiveness, but he also insists on the more traditional Aristotelian suspicion of the intemperate lust for possession. In
any event, the text of barekh alenu, which we recite thrice daiy, clearly
reflects the ethc of moderation as to material possession. It is fully con-

sonant with R. Kook's more rigorous interpretation, which makes
acquisitiveness a vice in itself.
Our close readig of barekh alenu, in the light of R. Kook's com-

ments, reveals a clash between the value system of most upper middle
class congregants and the table of values presupposed by the prayerbook. That the Torah's outlook on the symbolic and practical importance of moneymakng and acquisition is alen to our society should not
be astonishig. The great cultual contradiction does not need the con-

firmation of our literary-theological analysis. We pray because we are
sinners in need of forgiveness; we pray because we are self-deceivers in
need of enlightenment. The point of our discussion is better to understand the mechanism of that enlightenment.
As we have seen, the reason that refaJenu is closer to our hearts
than barekh alenu is that the appropriate language for speakng about

illness is readily available to us, while the language with which to
approach God with our needs pertaining to material welfare proves
more elusive in the social and economic situations prevalent in contemporary middle class existence. We have noted, fist of all, that the threat
of ilness is easier to formulate objectively than the anxieties we experience about prosperity. We must now take ths idea one small step for-

ward. In order to discover the language with which to pray about depth
crisis, one must have depth, that is to say, inwardness. To the extent
that one's psychological

life is superficial, meaning that it is nothing but
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a mirror of the other human surfaces that he, or she, meets, the awareness of depth crisis will always remai mute and unedeemed. One can

go though the liturgy, perhaps even manage an appreciative nod at the
nice diyyukim that, with R. Kook's aid, we made in the text. Alas, the

words of the liturgy will not penetrate the person repeating them.
Without individualty, no inwardness; without inwardness, no depth.
Individualty, as expressed in privacy, is necessary for another reason. To ask, with reference to material possessions, what my genuine
needs are, entails not only self-knowledge, but also self-criticism.
According to R. Shimon bar Yohai, the Amida is recited silently in
order not to mortify siners confessing their transgressions; ths is com-

parable to the fact that the ola (holocaust) and the hattat (sin offering)

are brought to the same place.29 Yet, as we have seen, the gesture of
petition, insofar as it poses to God the question of our true needs, leads
us to criticize our false beliefs about our needs. If the plea for enlghtenment (honen ha-daJat) leads off the thteen petitions of the weekday
Amida, the requests for repentance and forgiveness follow straightaway.

We have demonstrated how knowledge of tefilla, its structure, its
nature, and its wording, helps to create the space in which the meangfu approach to God can occur. We must next consider the experiential

and theological relationship between the public aspect of the liturgy
and the crucial dimension of inwardness.

IV. THE CONTEMPORA PREDOMINANCE
OF THE PUBLIC
For the human being to carryon an intimate, prayerful relationship
with God, privacy is of the essence. The ceremonialism and publicity
that pervade so much of conventional religion are enemies of that inti-

macy. The trend towards higher behavioral standards of observance,
which has made attendance at public worship de rigueur, further marginalizes the private reality of the whispering Hanah, mother of prayer.

N ow I am not seekig to justify solitary fixed prayer as an option equal,

or even preferable to, praying with a minyan. Putting aside narrow
halakc considerations, which would take us too far afield, I see no reason to question the presumption that praying with the community is, in
general, more conducive to kavvana. The pace, to be sure, may be too

fast or too slow; the conduct of one's neighbors may be distracting.
Religious individuals, including the greatest, may on occasion feel an
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overwhelmig need to be alone with God.30 Nonetheless, the mature
individual of good will should be able to tune out potential intrusions
and take advantage of the benefits. As R. Soloveitchi says:
I realze today that praying alone and praying with the community are

lie two diferent forms of prayer. Praying alone takes a lot less time,
and I do not experience the same depth of emotion as when I pray with
the community. . . . Now that I am accustomed to praying with the

community, I simply cannot pray alone anymore. The prayer is not
prayer without a minyan. I simply do not experience anytg when I
31
pray alone, and there is no flavor to such prayer.

Whether one is praying with the community or alone, however, prayer
has both a public and a private face. A discussion of tefilla that would
liveliness, and safeguard the intimate aspect, must,
therefore, clarify the divisions between the public and the private.

promote spiritual

Note well that the present discussion is about the private and the
public aspects of prayer, not about the orientation of prayer to personal
needs or communal concerns. The two divisions indeed overlap, but they

are logicaly distict: to pray for the communty in silence is certaiy not

an odd notion. The normative presence of communal and universal
themes, in the statutory prayers, is taken for granted. It underscores the
necessity that prayer not become an entiely selfsh affai. But ths does
not bear diectly on the intiacy or publicity of the prayerfu gestue.

The classic definition of essentialy public prayer is found in the following statement of Raban:

The purpose of lifting one's voice in prayer and the purpose of
Synagogues and the merit of public prayer is that human beings have a
place to gather and than God who created them and gave them existence. And they shal promulgate ths and say before Him "We are your

creatures." This is their meanng in sayig: "And they shal cal unto
God with force-from here you learn that prayer requies voice. . . . "32
As I have noted elsewhere,33 Raban unites under one rubric the

prayer of thanksgiving and the panicky pleas of the Ninevites. An
emphasis on human creatueliess is common to both situations. This is
most appropriately a matter for proclamation, and ths is best accom-

plished though the community's lifted voice. Naturaly Ramban does
not include other elements of prayer, namely the petitions and confes-

sions, which presuppose the intimacy and soul-searchig that can only
occur in private.
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With communal prayer the norm, even these parts of prayer ordinarily take place in the presence of the community. R. Kook, without
aluding to Ramban, extends his doctrine about the centrality of proclamation in the Synagogue to embrace the petitionary element as welL.
He does so by makg petition secondary to proclamation. The oppor-

tunity to approach God with our personal requests is, in effect, a concession to human nature. He is in full agreement with the Barthan conviction that the real human being wil not appear in prayer unless his, or
her, needs are placed on the agenda. But where the straightforward

reading of the Talmud implies that praise and thanksgiving were established as the appropriate prologue and epilogue to the requests, for R.
Kook petition is allowed for the sake of the superior proclamatory ele34

ment, that is for the praise and the thansgiving.

It would appear from this that for R. Soloveitchik the gesture of
petition has a more robust fuction in the economy of tefllla than R.
Kook would grant it. This is further borne out by R. Kook's adoption
of the Kabbalstic view that petitionary prayer should ideally transcend

one's self-seeking tendencies, but focus instead on Sefirotic ilumination.35 So too R. Kook insists that prayer must be free of any misconception about altering God's will.36 His anxiety on ths point indicates
more than the desire to extipate a phiosophical blunder; the rejected

idea is not only false, but harmfuL. In R. Kook's own words, it is
"destructive of the order of human perfection." Nevertheless, one may
subscribe to R. Soloveitchi's general orientation yet accept R. Kook's
insight that petition, in the context of communal prayer, also serves the
ideal of proclamation.
The previous discussion bridges the theological gap between the

privacy of petition, which is rooted in personal need and anguish, and
the publicity of communal proclamation. No doubt such insight should
affect concrete experience favorably. Yet I fear it would be foolhardy to
lifestyle, conducted completely in the
glare of communal space, is liable to marginalize those features of reli-

ignore the danger that a spiritual

gious existence that are predicated upon inwardness and self-examation,
and compel such increasingly unpleasant and ungregarious endeavors
as questionig the socialy valdated system of values and turning upon

oneself in remorse and repentance. The triumph of herd moralty and
the withering away of individuality in Western society as a whole, and in

the Orthodox community as well, make ths threat especialy ominous.
Authentic prayer is not the only aspect of religious life imperiled by
these developments.
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If there is a way out of ths impasse, it is not, God forbid, to make
the communal dimension shallower-that is the worst thng that can
happen-but to build up the intimate, individual side in whatever way
possible. In considering the problem of our prayer life, the very least we

can do is not to become self-congratuatory when we see the external,
communaly oriented elements doing well, or appearing to do SO.37
We should also be alert to the risks of complacency, with respect to

our communal arrangements for prayer, in al that relates to the social
or aesthetic atmosphere. The perennal mistake of the phiosopher is to
underestimate the value of familiarity and habit in facilitating healthy
religious experience. This rationalistic delusion often reinforces our
society's appetite for novelty as an end in itself. R. Soloveitchi's evocations of his European childhood experiences, his yearning for absent
personalities and timeworn tunes, recall us to the importance of an
experiential, sensual, rootedness. R. Kook, for his part, vigorously
upholds the integration of imagination and reason. He explicitly relates

the rabbinc commendation of the person who occupies a set place in
the synagogue to the power of habit and familiarity to instill a deep
emotional identification with the order ofworship.38

Though the more common error nowadays is makg too much of
inovation, there is also a danger in relyig too much on the enchantment of the famar. We should not dismiss the value, for prayerfu ori-

entation, of traditional associations and melodies. By the same token,
however, we should beware of mistakg our feelig of comfort with the

traditional performance of the traditional liturgy for passion, confsing
the tears of nostalgia with the tears of joy and contrtion and love.39

v. PRAR

AND PEACE OF MID-THE ROAD
THROUGH SACRIFICE AND SILENCE

The task of defig "spiritualty" is probably hopeless. Words lie "spirit" and "spiritual" are elusive enough in themselves; "spiritualty," an
even more abstract locution, feeds on the unclarty of the more established terms.40 One might feel safe quotig the view that the "concept of

spilitl1;~lity implit:s d1;11 iht:lt: is the: po.%i1..ility of Ploßlt:.\:S in holiness)

that there is a need of workig toward perfection, and that there are certai means and ways of attaig such a perfection."41 But, as Charles
Liebman has recently argued, the contemporary rage for self-fument
via "spiritualty" often seems at odds with devotion to holiess, which
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entais separation and self-transcendence in the service of the transcendent, commandig God.

The starkness of the confct, as it pertais to prayer, can be ilustrated by contrastig the themes of the Amida with the popular tendency to
identi the goal of prayer with "peace of mid." We shal not rehearse

what was aleady said about the intense dialectic of the fist thee benedictions, nor the arduous work of entreaty that follows. The last part of
the Amida, its culation, which is techncaly characterized as thans-

givig, begins with retseh, the plea that God receive Israel's prayer under
the aspect of a burnt offering (ve-ishei Yisrael u-tefillatam). If R.
Soloveitchi's idea of petition as man's quest to understand his true table
of needs identifies prayer with "self-acquisition, self-discovery, self-objectication and self-redemption," the theme of retseh identies prayer with
sacrifice, "unestricted offering of the whole self . . . God claims man,
and . . . His claim to man is not partial but total."42 The tension between
these two goals R. Soloveitchi frany cals "irreconcilable." What common ground can there be between ths paradoxical dialectic and the wid
enthusiasm with which many of us greet rumors of medical reports that
reguar attendance at services lowers the blood pressure?

And yet, who can deny that tefilla-and I mean strenuous tefilla
with kavvana-does bestow upon the worshipper a feeling of tranquil-

ity and peace? R. Soloveitchik closes his "Thoughts on the Amida"
with the last blessing, sim shalom, the prayer for peace, and exults in a
state of mind in which "the fear is forgotten, the dread has disappeared, the mysterium tremendum has passed; and in their place arise

joy and yearning for the source of Being." The problem for our society
is that the peace of which the Rav speaks can only be the fruit of assiduous spiritual exercise: one gains one's life only by relinquishing it.
The community Professor Liebman is thinking of is too impatient, and
leap. What we
need, for such people, and for ourselves, in the moments when we faltoo bent on its own well-being to take the sacrificial

ter, is a way of makng the promise of spiritual wholeness and peace as

vivid as the terror of the sacrifice. What we need is a connection
between what we regularly experience, in the absence of full commitlife, and what we hope to experience when that

ment to the prayerful

life is vigorous and unobstructed.
Let us tun to a famar passage that occupies an anomalous place in

our litugy. At the very end of the Amida, afer the last blessing has been
completed, but before we step back thee paces, thus officialy conclud-

ing the tefilla, we read the meditation beging Elokai netsor: "God,
preserve my tongue from evil, and my lips from speakg deceit, and
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may my soul be silent to those who curse me, and may my soul be lie
earth to al. . . ." This post-tefilla meditation is a version of Mar bar

Ravina's (Berakhot 17a), not part of the body of obligatory prayer. The
sentient it expresses canot be paraphrased simply by enumerating the

specific requests it contais: to successfully refrain from speakg evil;
divie protection agaist one's enemies; understanding of Torah and so

forth. There is a common denomiator: a yearnig for purity of lips and
heart. The prayig individual asks to be free of whatever would corrupt,

or distract, his, or her, iner lie. From a literary perspective, the meditation forms a fit closing to the tefilla. If R. Soloveitchi is right to view the
last thee benedictions as chiastic recapituations of the fist thee, then

Elokai netsor corresponds to "God, open my lips. . . ." In a word, we have
here a plea for equanmity, for peace of mid. The goal is achieved by
placing ourselves completely in God's hands: we remai indiferent to our
il-wishers because we trust God to confound their counselS.43

Unquestionably the peace and calm expressed in these thoughts can

best be attained if one has thoroughly taken in the message of the
Amida as a whole, and in particular the concept of prayer as sacrifice.
Only an individual who has confronted the demand to give up every-

thing to God can authentically give up his, or her, frustrations and
resentments to Him as well. Only the individual who has striven to find

a voice and redeem his, or her, legitimate table of needs, and who has
also learned to renounce everyting for the sake of the divine, can satisfy the need for the silence that is beyond striving. Yet the taste for equanimity is avaiable to us al, and the scent of genuine tranquity may be
enough to lead us forward in our strenuous journey to the sometimesterrifying Source of al peace.
The silence of Elokai netsor, in which we withdraw our speech from
evil and meangless pursuits and dedicate it to the holy, exemplifies the
gesture of withdrawal and renunciation that defines the sacrificial concept of prayer. But silence and sacrifice come together for another reason. The sacrificial cult is, by its nature, a realm of ritual activity rather

than words. It is unnecessary to enter into the question of whether the
Mikdash, during the Avoda, was a place of absolute silence.44 It is
enough to consider that a modern visitor to the Mikdash would be as

impressed by the overall silence as the pilgrims in the "Letter of
Aristeas" (92) and that ths would stand in conspicuous contrast to the
verbal worship to which we are accustomed. An appreciation of the
withdrawal from the temptation of mean language is thus connected to
an appreciation of the maner in which the world of the korban continues to defie the world of prayer.
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One of the tragedies of our present communal predicament is that
many people who are anous for spiritual fulfillment are also the most

addicted to incessant verbalization (in and out of shul). Sometimes I
get the strange feeling that the corny jokes, trivial announcements,
desultory conversations, the booming political orations and the honeyed attempts at spiritual intimacy, from pulpit and from pew, have
more than a whiff of the burnt offering about them. It is as if one were
to confess: "Dear God, I may not have the patience to pray properly,
and I canot sacrifice my flesh and blood upon Your Altar. I offer You

instead my capacity for chatter, and for You I ki my valuable time."
Imagining such sentiments may make us laugh for a moment, but wondering whether we can consistently afford to be smug about our neigh-

bars has an immediate sobering effect.
There may be many causes (read excuses) for our difficulty in realzing the peace of sim shalom and Elokai netsor, ranging from the frenetic
pace of contemporary upper middle class life to the quasi-Freudian cult
of privacy-shattering discourse that so enraged Foucault. One factor,
and the one closest to the dialectic we have traced in ths section, is our
fear of the sacrifice that the quest for holiess entais. It is not just that

we aren't sufficiently committed to God, or that we lie our superficial

selves too much to strive for somethg higher. We are also obscurely
afraid that the redeeming act of self-renunciation may also destroy

somethng of what is spiritualy good in us as well.
R. Kook was not oblivious to this impediment. His remarks iluminate the connection between Mikdash and prayer in a new way:
At the time of

wholeness (shelemutJ, when the Mikdash existed, atone-

ment though sacrices affected only the evil powers; the sacrifice sub-

dued the force of evil but did not act deleteriously upon the good powers of the body and the souL. But now, just as for the nation as a whole,
because of our sins, the exie is an iron furnace to purify the dross, and
together with the evi powers which it weakens, it also wreaks havoc

with the good powers, so too the individual who needs to mend the
evi powers though fasting, also depletes the good powers by enfeeblig body and soul. This is affected by the prayer (of the person who
fasts J that it should be as if (one's body J had been sacrificed on the
Altar and accepted, to extipate only the evi and to fortify the powers
of goOd.45

Fear and love, famarity and terror, serenity and turmoil, intiacy
and proclamation, solitude and togetherness, ritual and raw emotion,
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sacrifice and self-fument. The story of Jewish prayer is one of endlessly
intersectig themes and struggles. Our lives wait for the meang.46
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